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KINSHIP AND SOCIAL ORGANISATION
IN CENTRAL BRAZIL
David Maybury-Lewis, Oxford.
Scholars have for son1e time felt a certain malaise about Central Brazil. ln
particular, the accuracy of the traditional analyses of the social structures of
n1any tribes in this region, notably those of the Gê linguistic group, has been
open to speculation. Lévi-Strauss voiced his doubts in a closely reasoned paper
at the XXIXth Congress of Americanists (1), and called for fresh field work
to clear up some of the problems left open by previous research. I propose to
discuss his hypotheses in this paper, in the light of my own research among the
Gê tribes, and among the Serente in particular.
I had also entertained doubts of a different kind as to the co1nplete validity of
Nimuendajú' s interpretations of the social organisation of the Gê tribes, especially
as regards Serente social structure (2). It was therefore with a view to completing,
or perhaps modifying, his analysis that 1 embarked on a program of research
involving, in the first instance, field work among the Serente, which 1 completed
in February of this year, and later field work among the related Akwe-Savante,
which I hope to be able to start in 1957. Both of these projects were under the
direction of Prof. Herbert Baldus in São Paulo. ·
Before I visited the Sere9te I was struck by certain points in Nimuendajú's
monograph which seemed to require further investigation. The Serente »clans«,
as he designated them, seemed, in the first place, to be remarkably lacking in
social function. ln his own word.s:
»The clans lacked significance in economic life, warfare, and religious ceremonial
(except for the Prasé game to be mentioned presently). They had neither corporeal
nor incorporeal property. If the two supplementary clans-Prasé and Krozakéown specific masculine sets of names, this is due to their never having been
regarded as completely on a par with other clans of their moiety.« (3)
Now the Prasé ball game mentioned here is simply a sport confined to one
clan, which is by tradition an alien tribe incorporated into the Serente. To
participate in it can therefore hardly be regarded as the principal function of the
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four patrilineal clans that went to make up each of the exogamous patrilineal
moieties in the tribe. Y et, apart from this sport, the only specific clan obligation
that Nimuendajú records was that of preparing festive adornment. On the other
hand, it seemed to me that certain groupings of relatives, which according to
Nimuendajú' s list were designated by a single kinship term, might well be
explained by the principie of lineage solidarity as propounded by RadcliffeBrown (4). I could not be certain of this, for Nimuendajú did not collect a wide
enough range of kinship terms to check the hypothesis. Furthermore there were
lacunae and inconsistencies in his kinship data, which led one to suppose that he
had not perhaps been able to present the whole picture. To cite some examples:

i-nõ-ríe is given as meaning younger sibling, younger child of father' s brother
(who is a classificatory father) and younger child of mother's sister (who
is a classificatory n1.other).
However the corresponding term
i-kumré is given as elder sibling, elder child of father' s brother, and finally
as elder child of mother's brother (not of mother's sister, as one would
expect). At the sarne rime the term for elder child of mother's sister·
who should logically be a classificatory sibling-is not given at ~~·
'

.·"

Similarly the term for husband' s brother is not given. The father' s brother' s
children are designated as siblings, yet only the mother' s sister' s younger children
· are classified as siblings, and with an alternative term for the mother' s sister' s
daughter, which means »little mother«. _
I suspected, therefore, that some correlation might be found between the
lineages, which seemed to be indicated by the kinship terminology and Nimuendajú' s »clans«. Especially since the clans, if they lacked significance in economic
life, warfare, and religious ceremonial, might be expected to have a more important rôle at least in regulating the obligations due between kindred.
In the first place, I established beyond reasonable doubt, and by careful crosschecking that, among the modem Serente at least, Nimuendajú' s kinship terms
are sometimes incorrect and sometimes phonetically inaccurate. There can be
no doubt, for instance, that the personal prefix to all Serente kinship terms is a
nasal i (i), not sometimes nasal and sometimes not, as Nimuendajú wrote it.
Thus the word for »my child« is »i-kra« not »i-krã«, after Nimuendajú. When I
tried to use the word »krã« among the Serente in this context they could not
understand me, for this means »head« and not »child«. But, more important still,
1 showed that Serente kinship terminology is consistently classificatory, as my
appended list of kinship terms denionstrates, once Nimuendajú' s inaccuracies
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have been corrected. Also, the classificatory relationships embrace a far wider
range of kinsmen than Nimuendajú realised. Thus it is not only a girl' s mother' s
brother 'Yho acts as her guardian, but also this kinsman's father' s brother' s son,
and, as we had occasion to observe, his father' s father' s brother' s son's son, all of
whon1 are classified as his brothers and therefore addressed by the girl as maternal
uncles.
This discovery invalidates some of Lévi-Strauss' analysis of Serente social
structure, inasmuch as part of the data on which he based his remarks has been
shown to be incorrect. Even so, 1 find 1 am unable to accept his analysis as it
stands. He argues that if the patrilineal exogamous moieties were fundamental,
one would expect to find among the Serente:
». . . . . the habitual corollaries of dual organisation: distinction of cross and
parallel cousins; identification of patrilateral and matrilateral cross cousins and
preferential marriage between bilateral cross cousins. But this is only very imperfectly the case.« (s)
My corrected list of kinship terms shows that cross and parallel cousins are,
in fact, clearly distinguished-the latter invariably being classed as siblings. That
the cross cousins on both sides are distinguished from each other can be explained
by an adequate hypothesis, which is consistent with the framework of the moiety
system. On the one side, a man addresses his mother' s brother by a term, which
could be translated as ,.uncle« (see fig. I). He addresses his mother' s brother' s
wife as »mother«. Their children, his matrilateral. cross cousins, he calls »little
uncle« or »little mother« according to sex. On his father' s side, he calls his father' s
sister' s children by a single term, which could be translated as »nephew« or
»niece«. This, term is also applied to the children of his father' s brother' s daughter
(who is his classificatory sister), to the children of his uterine sister, and to the
I
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children of his mother's sister's daughter (who is also his classificatory sister).
Now his father's brother's daughter, his father's sister, and his sister are ali women
of his patrilineal lineage, who marry out of it. Their children may therefore be
said to stand in the sarne general relationship to Ego's lineage, and hence to Ego,
irrespective of generation (6). However, Ego's n1.other's sister's daughter cannot
possibly be in the sarne patrilineal lineage as Ego. N evertheless, she is his classific'a tory sister, and her children therefore stand in the sarne relationship to him
as do those of his patrilateral classificatory sister. Consequently these four sets of
children are designated by a single term of relationship, and for this reason
Ego's father' s sister' s children are differentiated tenninologically fro1n his mother' s
brother's children. The sarne holds true for a woman speaker, though the kinship
terms are different.
Finally I cannot understand Lévi:Strauss' last objection, as I do not see why a
system based on exogamous moieties should necessarily be accompanied by
preferencial cross cousin marriage. Certainly cross cousins are the closest relatives
that the rules of moiety exogan1.y do not preclude as possible mates-but that
seems to me to be insufficient grounds for assurning that a fully functioning
system of exogan1.ous moieties would necessarily be accompanied by this type
of preferential union.
Lévi-Strauss continues his analysis by applying an argument, which . he has
developed at length in his ünportant book »Les structures élémentaires de la
parenté«. Briefly, it may be summarised as follows:
ln a society where the ideal marriage is between a man and his matrilateral
cross cousin, ali the women of a given generation in any lineage A will marry
into lineage B. ln the succeeding generation the women of lineage B marry into
lineage C, and so on. ln a community consisting of n lineages the women of the
nth lineage will then marry back into lineage A, thus completing the cycle.
Lévi-Strauss calls this system »échange généralisé«. However, in a society where
a man's ideal mate is his patrilateral cross cousin, the women of lineage A marry
into lineage B, but in the succeeding generation the women of lineage B marry
back into lineage A again. The lineages are thus linked in pairs. This system,
which Lévi-Strauss calls »échange restreint« is obviously consistent with dual
organisation (7). He further shows that the cyclical systen1. (échange généralisé)
is consistent with a consecutive kinship terminology, because Ego stands in the
sarne lineage relationship to relatives of consecutive generations; while the system
of »échange restreint« is consistent with an alternate kinship terminology, because
Ego stands in the sarne lineage relationship to relatives of alternate generations.
Applying these definitions to the Serente, he concludes that the existence of
consecutive kinship terms in the tribe implies that at some time or other the
institution of preferencial marriage between a man and his matrilateral cross
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cousin did exist; also that the kinship tenninology is inore consistent with the
cyclical arrange111ent of lineages, as in »échange généralisé«, than it is with the
system of exogamous moieties. It seems to me however that there are no grounds
for postulating the existence of n1atrilateral cross cousin 111arriage wherever
consecutive kinship terms are found. Such terms may equally well be understood
in terms of the solidarity of the lineage group, which is an independent principle
and not a derivative of a particu'lar form of marríage. Neither is it true to say,
with Lévi-Strauss,
»Even a superficial exainination of the kinship tern1inology and the marriage
regulations leads us to the following observations: neither the terminology nor
the n1arriage regulations coincide with an exoga1nous dual organisation« (8).
My corrected list of kinship terms show$ that there are, in fact, no relativcs
belonging to different moieties designated by identical kinship terms. Nor is
patrilateral cross cousin marriage, which Lévi-Strauss finds inconsistent with
Serente social organisation, a »regle de marriage« to use his own term. It is merely
one perinissable form of marriage, and there is no indication in Nimuendajú' s
monograph that it was preferable to any other form. On the contrary, Nimuendajú states that »there seems to be a tendency to marry close matrilineal kin, so
longas the prohibited degrees are avoided« (9). At the sarne time Iam unable to
find the other indications quoted by Lévi-Strauss as suggestive of matrilateral
cross cousin marriage. Nimuendajú does not, for instance, mention the institution
of plural marriage with a woman and her daughter by another man. Instead he
maintains that »(the sororate) is the only sanctioned form of polygyny, the Serente
insisting that, apart from rare cases of sororal polygyny only monogamy prevailed« (10). Furthermore, the relatives who address each other as aimãplí and
i-zakmu are not, as has been suggested,
»sisters' husbands or wives' brothers, but never the two things simultaneously,
and at once« ( I I).
I
aimãplí can only mean parent-in-law or parent-in-law's sibling, even according
to Nimuendajú' s data. The only possible relatives, who address each other as
aimãplí and i-zakmii, are therefore parent-in-law and son-in-law.
ln further support of his thesis, Lévi-Strauss stresses the cyclical arrangement,
whereby transfers are effected from one to anÔther of the four men's societies.
Thus men transfer from one society to another in a prescribed order. Feminine
names are bestowed by society members on the daughters of the next society
in a prescribed order. The obligation to hold the great ant-eater masquerade
passes from association to association in a prescribed order, and so forth. At the
sarne time these associations are grouped in pairs, linked among themselves by a
reciprocity of services, when it comes to the manufacture of masks. He then
demonstrates how these pairs can be shown to constitute moieties, each subdivided
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into two divisions, and that these four units are linked by a cyclical arrangement
of reciprocai services (see fig. 2). Therefore, it is argued, the associations function as if they were marriage clas~ses, satisfying the exigencies of the marriage
regulations and the kinship terminology better than the moieties. 1 have already
tried to show that these »exigencies« do not really exist. If this is so, then the
cycle of men's societies has no special significance, especially as, according to
Nimuendajú's data, it is not, in fact, a full cycle. There are only two societies
that perform the services, while two are no more than recipients. These two, the
akemhã and the krieríekmii, are not linked in any way (r2). The actual situation
then is as in fig. 3.
lt appears, therefore, that it is straining the analogy to liken these ceremonial
groups to marriage classes, when their constitution and function have, as far as
we know, no connection with the kinship system. Nor do 1 believe that LéviStrauss has satisfactorily demonstrated the existence, in the past or otherwise,
among the Serente, of such institutions as matrilateral cross cousin marriage
and exogamy based on matrilineal moieties. Thu.s his long historical reconstruction
which seeks to take account of these several factors in a series of hypothetical
·
stages becomes superfluous.
His penetrating analysis has, however, called attention to two important
features of Serente social organisation. He has pointed out that the institution
whereby a girl' s maternal uncle acts as the protector of her interests against
those of her husband is inconsistent with the system of exogamous patrilineal
moieties, since the uncle would be in the sarne moiety as the niece's husband
and in the opposite n1oiety to his niece. Secondly, he showed from Nimuendajú's
data that, in some Serente ceremonies, exchanges took place involving three
units and not only the two moieties. He explains both these inconsistencies by
a neat hypothesis that in fact we are here dealing with three lineages and not
with two moieties. ln the case of the obligations of the mother' s brother towards
his sister's daughter the relationship would involve the lineages of the girl, of
her husband, and of her mother's brother. But this hypothesis rests on the assumption that a woman may not marry her matrilateral cross cousin, for if she
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does then her mother' s brother is her husbands father, and we are once more
dealing with only two lineages. (See fig. 4). Yet Nimuendajú states that this
is the only type of cross cousin marriage permittcd among the Serente, and 1
have tried to show in this paper why I do not believe that Lévi-Strauss has
adequately demonstrated that at any time this was not so. Also, and more conclusively, Lévi-Strauss' hypothesis ignores the classificatory nature of Serente
kinship terminology. Thus the man who assumes the obligations of a maternal
uncle towards his niece is not necessarily her mother' s brother, but inay also be
her n1other' s mother' s sister' s son, and therefore a classificatory 1naternal uncle.
ln this case he can only be a member of the third patrilineal lineage, which
Lévi-Strauss has suggested, under very special circumstances, i. e. when the
girl' s mother' s mother and her mother' s mothef' s sister have married two
brothers, which immediately destroys the general nature of the proposition.
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An alternative explanation of the special relationship between mother' s brother
and sister' s child in patriline_9-l societies has been put forward by Radcliffe-Brown
( r 3). ln essence it is that the pattern of behaviour that exists between these two
relatives derives from the relationship between the child and its mother. This
kind of behaviour on the part of the child tends to be extended to the maternal
relatives, of whom the mother's siblings are the closest. This theory adequately
covers the relationship between a boy and his maternal uncle in Serente society,
which should be one of mutual affection. lt is perhaps not an entirely satisfactory
explanation of the formal obligations which the mother's brother assumes on
behalf of the sister's daughter. These, it could be argued, are of a different nature
from the indulgence that, according to Radcliffe-Brown' s theory, a girl might
expect from her maternal uncle as a sort of male mother. N evertheless, this is
the only hypothesis that fits the data.
9
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My own efforts to reconstruct the aboriginal social structure of the Serente
were inconclusive. Young men nowadays admit frankly that they do not know
about such things, and the old men's memories are confused and contradictory.
The men' s associations are the only aboriginal social units that still function,
and they are retained especially for the name-giving festivais, at which gids
are named. Ali my informants were agreed that some of these societies were
now extinct, though their statements varied as to which were not quite finished,
or still had members »in another village«. Similarly they all told me the names
of social units that no longer existed among the Serente, but which could be
found among the Akwê-Savalite, according to the information brought back
to the tribe by those Serente who had been over to Savante country. Thus, in
addition to the associations, which Nimuendajú listed as:

akémhã

annorowa
-

I

krará

krieríekmu

1 was told of the existence of

sipardúmhã
krieríekmumdaksú

daksúmhã
k'báhumhã r nõzlk'momdaksú
krarámdaksú
annõrowámdaksú
akémdaksú
1
ht(mdaksú

The designatory suffixes »-mhã« and »-mdaksú« seem to be interchangeable; for
Nimuendajú' s »akémhã« also appears as »akémdaksú«. Yet the »ht/mdaksú« mentioned
here is obviously Nimuendajú' s »htlmhã«, which. is, even to-day, definitely a
sport team and not to be confused with the associations. The exact nature of
these social groupings remains therefore problematical, although some of them
(and more than Nimuendajú's original four) correspond to men's associations,
since my informants told me that they, as a group, bestowed girls' names on
the daughters of other groups. These data are, of course, unreliable, and there is
always a possibility, which it was impossible to verify, that many of the names
are synonymous for a single social unit. Nevertheless there is also a possibility
that Nimuendajú who, in his own words »found the Serente culture in a state of
collapse« in 1937, and therefore was obliged to work through informants and
with their recollections as to the past, could have over-simplified the situation
as regards non-hereditary social groupings. I hope to be able to cast some light
on this problem after my visit to the Savante.
I did, however, discover one important feature of modem Serente society.
A person looks to his kinsmen, even to-day, for moral and physical support as
well as material assistance in everyday life. ln emergencies, such as tend to be
frequent among the intriguing and quarrelsome Serente, kinsmen are of great
importance, and a man without kindred is in the unenviable position that Lowie
has so well described for the Crow Indians (14). Y et, though patrilineal and
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matrilineal relatives are both looked to for support, there is a distinct tendency to
patrilocal residence. Thus each Serente village to-day consists of one, or at the
most two patrilineal extended families or lineages, plus a few hangers on. It is
within the se lineages, which correspond to the aboriginal clans, that the responsibilities of kinship are taken most seriously. Yet it is only with the greatest
difficulty that an investigator can obtain the clan names for them from those
old men, who, as they say, »have studied much«. Their infornution was, however,
surprisingly consistent and gave the following picture:
Village
Gurgulho

Clans
The majority of the men belong to the wairí (sdakrã) moiety,
whose clans are not nowadays differentiated by the Serente.
Some of the elders had an idea that the Gurgulho villagers were
of the kreprehí clan. One man, known to be a krozaké is regarded
as »not one of our people«.
Boqueirão
The large majority of the men are again wairí, though in this
village there are representatives of the kuzf, the k'bazí, and klitó.
Porteiras
wairí and kuzf are almost exactly equal in their representation
among the men. There is only one k' bazí man, and a small
family of krozaké, who have now established themselves in
isolation from the rest of the community.
Baixa Funda The men are equally divided between the krozaké and the kuzf.

Thus the »clans« mentioned in Nimuendajú's monograph are to-day identifiable
in these patrilineal lineages. Further, their localisation, as shown schematically
above, seems to me to be an adequate demonstration of the unity of the lineage
group even in these days of extreme social disorganisation, and supports my
hypothesis that the patrilineall lineages were in fact the most significant feature
of Serente social structure.#In all probability Nimuendajú did not discover _the
function of the »clans« because they did not appear as clearly defined units on
any particular occasion, and it would certainly not have occurred to his .informants
to stress their importance.
ln view of this analysis of Serente social structure, and especially of the rôle
of the lineages and of the men's associations, I cannot accept Lévi-Strauss' conclusion that the various types of grouping to be found among the Boróro, the
Eastern Timbira, the Apinayé and the Serente: »..... do not represent, as in
Australia, so many formations endowed with functional value, but rather a
series of translations, each parcial and incomplete, of the san1e underlying structure,
which they reproduce in several copies, without ever succeeding in expressing
or exhausting its full reality«.
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1 believe, on the contrary, that there are significant differences between the
groupings which he is seeking to combine in some sort of organic whole. Thus
the three endogamous groups among the Boróro, whose existence he clearly
demonstrates, may be compared with the Apinayé marriage classes, which involve
four endogamous groups, but cannot be likened to the Serente associations or
the Canella age-classes, simply because these latter institutions involve a cyclical
rotation (15). Similarly it is misleading to compare the rôle of the mother's
brother as protector of his sister' s daughter against her husband and his kin in
Timbira society, which is matrilineal, and in Serente society, which is patrilineal.
Moreover the existence of consecutive kinship terms among the Canella does
not, as we have already shown for the Serente, necessarily have any correlation
with a particular form of marriage. Such terms can ·equally well be explained in
terms of the structural principles 0perating in matrilineal societies, as Lowie
and Radcliffe-Brown have shown (16). Unfortunately, I have not the time to
demonstrate this here.
·
To sum up .then, I believe that the features of aboriginal Serente social structure
are, so far as we know, consistent with a sy~tem of patrilineal exogamous ,
moieties, subdivided into patrilineal lineages. These lineages are far more significant units in the social life of the tribe than their formal functions indicate,
and than has hitherto been supposed. Yet, while I join whole-heartedly in LéviStrauss' exhortation for a fresh approach to the problen1s of social organisation
an1ong these tribes, Iam convinced that, in the present state of our knowledge,
it is pren1ature to draw conclusions from apparent siinilarities insocial structure.
Unless individual institutions are compared as parts of their cultural complex,
and with full regard to what we know about their functions, social anthropologists may well make the inistakes of the early diffusionists, in their desire to
produce order out of chaos.

APPENDIX
KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY

Man speaking:
i-krdá

i-mumã
(3rd pers. iptokwá)

father's mother (and her siblings)/ father's father (and
his siblings)/ inother's mother (and her 'siblings)/
1nother's father (and his siblings).
father / father' s brother / father' s father' s brother' s
son / father' s mother' s sister' s son / mother' s sister' s
husband.
-

•
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i-natké
(3rd' pers. separkwá)

1nother / mother' s sister / mother' s father' s brother' s
daughter / father' s brother' s wife / n1other' s brother' s
daughter / father' s father' s brother' s son' s wife.

nõkliekwá
(3 rd pers. kremzukwá)

mother's brother / n1other's brother' s wife / n1other' s
brother' s son / mother' s father' s brother' s son.

i-tbe

father' s sister / father' s father' s brother' s daughter.

i-kumre

(if elder) - mother's sister's children /
elder siblings
father' s brother' s children / father' s father' s brother~s
son' s children / mother' s n1other' s sister' s daughter' s
children.

-

~
'
1-non

+

m

the class of »i-kumre« if
designates all relatives
they are younger than ego.

kremzú

father' s father' s brother' s daughter' s children / father' s
sister' s children / sister' s children / father' s brother' s
daughter' s children.

bremi

brother' s son / wife' s sister's son .

baknõ

brother' s daughter / wife' s sister' s daughter.

i-kra

son / daughter.

i-nihrdú

son' s children / daughter' s children.

i-mrõ

wife.

i-zakmu

mother' s sister' s daughter' s husband / father' s father' s
9rother' s daughter' s husband / father' s sister' s husband
/ father' s sister' s daughter' s husband / father' s brother' s
daughter' s husband / sister' s husband / sister' s daughter' s husband / daughter' s husband / daughter' s
daughter's husband / son's daughter's husband.

asai'

sister' s son' s wife / son' s wife / brother' s son' s wife /
father' s sister' s son' s wife / son' s son' s wife / daughter' s son' s wife.

aikãrí

brother' s daughter' s husband / wife' s 1nother's sister' s
son j wife's father' s brother' s son / wife' s brother /
wife' s brother' s son.

r
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asimhí

mother' s sister' s son' s wife / father' s brother's son' s
wife / brother's wife / wife' s mother' s sister's daughter / wife' s father' s brother' s daughter / wife's sister /
wife's brother's wife / wife's brother's d:aughter.

aiinãplí

wife's father (and his siblings) / wife's mother (and
her siblings) / wife' s father' s parents / wife' s mother' s
parents.

Woman speaking:
(N. B. Where a won1an uses a kinship term to designate exactly the sarne
categories of relatives as a n1an, then its equivalents are listed thus: »= Man«).
~

i-krdá
i-mumã

= Man.
= Man.
F

i-natké
'
i-kumrê
1-non
nõkliekwá
i-tbe

= Man.
= Man.
=Man.
=Man.
=Man.

kremzú

husband' s sister's children.

bremi

sister' s son / father' s sister' s son / father' s father' s
brother' s daughter's son / husband' s brother' s son.

baknõ

sister' s daughter / father' s sister' s daughter / father' s
father's brother's daughter's daughter / husband's
brother's daughter.

N

-

f

kr'a

Í

i-nihrdú

=Man.
=Man.

i-mrõ

husband.

i-zakmu

father' s sister's husband / brother' s daughter' s husband
/ daughter' s husband / sister's daughter's husband /
son' s daughter' s husband / daughter' s daughter's
husband.

1N

•

•
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snikmü

I

father' s brother's daughter's husband / sister's husband
/ mother' s sister' s daughter' s husband / husband's
brother and his parallel cousins (male).
brother' s wife / father' s brother' s son' s wife / mother's
sister' s son' s wife / brother' s son' s wife / sister' s son' s
wife / son' s wife / daughter' s son' s wife / son' s son' s
wife.

asai

n1. za1

husband's sister and her parallel cousins (fen1ale).

ain1ãplí

=Man.

'
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6 Uvi-Strauss, 1952 p. 303.
6 Radcliffe-Brown, 1952b p. 72.
7 Lévi-Strauss, 1949 p. 562.
8 Lévi-Strauss, 1952 p. 304.
9 Nimuendajú, 1942 p. 26.
1 º Nimuendajú, 1942 pp. 26-27.
11 Lévi-Strauss, 1952 pp. 304-305.
12 Nimuend'!iú, 1942 pp. 61-62.
13 Radcliffe-Brown, 1952a pp. 15 et seq.
u Lowie, 1950 p. 350.
ló Nimuendajú, 1946 p. 91.
16 Lowie, 1950 p. 70 and Radcliffe-Brown, 1952b pp. 76-77.
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